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The CHAIRMAN, in opening the meeting, welcomed Dr. Alivisatos. 

1. PARTICIPATION OF Ш0 IN THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON MEDICAL EDUCATION -

PROPOSAL BY THE TORLD MEDICAL ASSOCIATION» Iteiii 50.13 of the Agenda 
(document ； E B 9 / 2 0 ) 

The CHAIRMAN welcomed the representatives oí the World Medical Associa-

tion í Dr, Glorieux, President, Dr. Bauer, Secretary-General, and Dr. RQutley, 

Chairman of the Organizing Committee of the First Wbrld Conference on Medical 

Education. In assuring them of HÏHO's interest in the proposed conference and 

its earnest desire for the establishment of close co-operation with ТША., he 

stressed that 七 h e collaboration of practitioners was indispensable for the 

successful achievement of 1H0 objectives. He gave the floor to Dr. Glorieux. 

Dr. GLORIEUX, President of the World Medical Association, thanked the 

Board for the opportunity of making a statement, 1МЛ was a strictly medical 

body with a membership already of half a million doctors throughout the world. 

Among its important activities he would mention only its inquiries in the 

field of social security and of medical education. ША had decided to hold an 

international conference in August 1953, which would be the first of its kind 

to be held on medical education - a subject to irtiich 1H0 could not be indif-

ferent. He asked permission for Dr. Routley to speak on the technical aspects 

of the matter. 

Dr. ROUTLEY, Chairman of the Organizing Committee of the proposed inter-

national conference, thanked the Board for its cordial reception. He explained 

that during the past two years Wlk had been considering the advisability of 

organizing a conference on medical education, ovdng to the very real need for 



such a conference. After careful consideration and approval of the proposal by 

ША. 's Fifth General Assembly, the Chairman of the Committee on Education 

(Dr. J.A. Pridham) had been authorized to proceed with the planning of the con-

ference, in which it was agreed that TOO, UNESCO, CCICMS, and the International 

Universities Association should be invited to participate. 

He emphasized that while MîA. had originated the idea, the importance oS 

participation by WHO was realized, since the subject was of interest ^id concem 

to both organizations. Accordingly WHO had been represented at the recent 

meeting of the organizing coramittee by Dr, Grzegorzewaki and Dr. Sand, and had 

given much constructive help. 

In a brief summary of the tentative plans agreed upon, namely the place 

and date of the meeting, number of offices, staffing and secretariat arrange-

ments, he reported that Sir Henry Cohen, Professor of Medicine at Liverpool 

University, had accepted the presidency. Honorary patrons of the conference 

would be selected in the IMited Kingdom - in which country the conference would 

be held - and honorary vice-presidents and an honorary advisory committee tn 

a worldwide basis. An organizing committee had been fully established, and 

it was hoped that international bodies invited to participate in the conference -

among them Ш0 - would appoint representatives to the organizing committee. 

Sub-committees had already been designated on questions of prt/gramme, editorial 

matters and publicity, finance, local arrangements, and others would be set up 

should the need arise. 

Speaking on the general lines the programme would follow, he indicated that 

prior to the conference a booklst would be distributed giving factual informa-

ticn about medical ednofltion throughout the world On the opening day factual 



statemorrbs on modi-rai education would serve to orient the conference. The 

following themes would be discusseds (1) Requirements for entrance to medical 

studies and the selection of medical students (including determination of the 

fitness of the student to continue such studies) ; (2) Social laedicine - its 

Concepts and place in the medical curriculum; (3) The aims and content of the 

medical curriculum
e
 Invited participants would be asked to present prepared 

- ； . . . . . 

papersj to Ъ® followed by a general discussion。 It was hoped that the papers 
» . 

and discussions would 'result in an exchange of ideas and possibly a -unification 

of thought on ways of assisting imdosvâa^alopcd countries
?
 and would bring' out 

the opinions of practising physicians on methods of teaching， 

It was expected that 500 participants 一 including representatives of 

medical^ s c h o o l o f national arid international bodies concerned m t h medical 

education^ and outstanding individuals from the various nations interested in 

medical education - would attend. 

As regards fin&nco, the ccsx. of the conference had boon roughly estimated 

at f 50^000； although that estimate v/as probably too lo?/
e
 /iftor. indicating the 

major, items of expenditure, Dr.
:
 Routley emphasized that it would be unfair to 

ask distinguished шоп in the field of medical education, well known to be 

underpaid，to a long journey at thoir own expense» ША had already 

been assured of grants totalling $15>000^ It was earnestly hoped /that 1K0 

would, contribute whole-heartedly to the conforencey financially and otherwise,, 

since the basis of successful health care derived from sound and adequate 

medical education« P r p ^ ^ c t
0

 to.. —十.，.опя1 financial help were knowi and would 

be thoroughly inv^oti gated but^ whatever the cost, TOi/i was confident that fund3 



could and ifíould be found to carry its 'important venture to fruition. 

In conclusion, he enphasized that'an early decision by the Board as to 

Yfcether or not 1W0 vrould co-operate in the conference, together with an 

Indication of аду financial support, would greatly assist W k to proeeed 

rapidly Tfdth arrangements. 

СЕ'̂ШШШ thanked Dr. Routley for his clear statement. He recalled .the 

4oeision tfiiton сЛ thd fifth owcting i.e. that the financial aspect of col-

laboration would be ihirthôr considered during the study of tile budget 

estimates, and called for remarks on the technical aspect. 

Dr. HURT/DO, welcoming the representatives of ША, mentioned the support 

given by the Latin American countries when WSk was set up at Paris in 1947. 

He recalled the previous state^nonts in the Board on the inç>ortahce of the 

Association and the reasons for recommending the close collaboration of WHO 

in its activities. He was fully in favour of WHO co-operation in a review of 

medical education throughout the world. He spoke of the proposal for the study 

of modical education Which had, for the first time, been made by a special sub-

committee of the Par. American Medical Aosocir.tion in 1948. At' first 

attempt at co-ordination of‘ efforts in the study of medical education had led 

to the first R'ift - ,'imerican Congress on Medical Education which had taken pjlace 
• ！ 

in Lima, Peru, Those efforts for the revision of the whole method of medickl 

education shcml《 not be overlooked by the organizers of the present inter-

• national conference• He also mentioned the considerable work on medical 

education carried out' in the United States by the American Medical Asso«aiation 



and said that the various private oi^anizations in America had invested large sums 

for research on the matter. 

He urged the Board to recognize the importance of world Medical education and to 

recommend the collaboration of 1Ш0 in the first world conference to be held on the 

subject. 

‘ • . . . . i 

Professor De IAET was glad to note the interest in medical education shown by the 

medical profession, through 1 M . In medical education, however, account had to be 

taken both of the essential knowledge to be taught, and of local health needs. The 

first was the responsibility of scientific bodies； the second was the concern of 

national academic authorities。 Professor De Laet wished to know nwhat arrang^enta 

ША. had made, or contemplated making
y
 to establish and maintain .contact with those 

responsible for both aspects' throughout the world. 

Dr. PADUA，after a brief, reference to the rôle of ТОЮ under its Constitution 

in the promotion of health teaching and training, said that all national medical 

officers were interested in the question. He was prepared to vote in favour of any 

support that VfflO could give to the conference. 

. - * 

Dr. KARUNfiRATNE proposed that WHO should take an active part in the conference
é 

He drew attention to the new and revolutionary changes taking place in certain 

specialized branches of medicine arid said that standards were different in the 

various countries« His personal experience had been that attention was given to 

curative rather than to social and psychosomatic medicine. 

Professor CANAPERIA associated himself with other members of the Boani in 

express 1пз appreciation of the work being done by ША. He was in favour of active 

co-operation in the forthcoming conference, vdiich would enable WHO to strengtbeiits 

link with the physicians represented in the Association arid thus make for 
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co-operation in health protection. The subject to be discussed was of paramount 

importance to Ш0, the problem of medical education having been discussed at past * 

Health Assemblies and having been the subject of technical debates at the Fourth World 

Health Assembly. He believed that the conference would offer a useful opportunity for 

giving greater prominence to the teaching of social and preventive medicine. It had 

beoone increasingly evident that future doctors should be given training not only in 

curative medicine but also as the guardians of the health of the individual and the 

cojmminity as a whole. 

The CH¡\IRMñ.N, speaking in a personal capacity, mentioned that for the last twenty-

fivç years he had been main3y engaged on problems connected with the teaching of 

medicine. In his opinion it was high time that Ш0 and IMA. cane together by means of 

the proposed conference and made кпомх the objectives т/rtiich must be attained in medical 

education and teaching, in order to achieve the co-operation which was indispensable 

between doctors, the medical profession, .as avhole, and public-health administrators. 

It must be. understood that for the health protection of populations - not only from the 

curative standpoint but also from the preventive and social 一 the most extensive 

co-operation was needed. To achieve that co-operation it was indispensable that methods 
’ , . ' • • -

of teaching and education should be changed, i.e. adapted to present-day conditions. 

I b w a s o b v i o u s t h a t

 让
 a 1 1

 countries it was necessary to reform medical teaching methods. 

No doubt that reform was primarily the task of education authorities, but the question 

was not only one of pedagogy but also one of practical and national interest. 

Consequently that r e i o m should not be studied by education authorities 



alone but in close co-operation with those responsible for public health 

and with national and international medical associations. It was 

evident that medical teaching must be modified from the very beginning 

of medical studies, so that the new spirit of preventive medicine and 

the social consciousness inculcated in the young undergraduate would 

enable him to look on the patient, not as a nrjnber or a mere interesting 

case but as a human being with a past, present and future) %he reintegra-

tion of the patient into social life should also be taken into considera-

tion. If medical teaching was to be reformèd/ it was essential also to 

reform the spirit of the teacher; the proposed conference would be able 

to show the direction those reforms should take. 1H0
1

s co-operation 

in the conference was of the utmost importance» 

Drawing attention to the last paragraph on page 2 of document 

EB9/20, he asked whether the member.s of the Board agreed with the 

tentative agenda and.organizatidn of the conference as outlined, and 

as further explained by the representatives of the 11Ш\\ 

Dr, GRZEGORZEWSKI, Director, Division of Education and Training 

Services, said t难t 1Ш was in official relationship with WHO and 

therefore entitled to present any proposals concerning co-operation 

on all subjects of interest to the two organizations» The representa-

tives of WMA. had submitted a proposal on which the Board should take 

a deoisiorin Discussions had also been held between Т/ША. and the 
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Secretariat f)£ WHO, but were not binding on 1H0. Moreover, in the correspondence 

exchanged, between WMA, and the Director-General, it was clearly stated that the 

question of financial support depended upon the action to be taken by the Execu-

* • • . _ . 
tive Board, It was for the Board to decide the desirability and the extent of 

WHO
1

 s participation., He submitted that it would be useful for WHO to have the 

benefit of a greater range of opinion than was possible.within the' Organization} 

the technical discussions at the Fourth World Health kssextbly, as the Chairman 

had pointed out, had shorn the importance of various aspects of the problem» The 
• • * • # 

dlfferenceSbetween the various States in regard to medical education were so great 

that unif ication on all matters oould not be achieved, but- there were enough as-

pects common to all countries to justify the formulation of an international point 

of view. He mentioned that, during the informal discussions, Dr. Sand and he 

himself had specifically stated that their terms of reference covered only tech-

nical points^ 

The CHAIRMAN called on the representatives。f WMA. to give their views on the 
» ‘ • 

matter• ‘ 

» _ 

Dr» BAUER, Secretary-General of the World Medical Association, recalled that 

the proposed conference was the first of its kind i it was ejected that others 

would follow since it was clear that not all aspects of medical education could 

be discussed at a single conference. After lengthy discussion, the duration of 

the conference had been fixed at one weekj it had been felt that it wotild be a 
- . 

waste of time to meet for a,shorter period but that,•on the other hand, a more 

lengthy conference might mean diminished participation and departure of some 

delegates before the end of the discussions. 
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Referring to Dr» Hurtado's observations on postgraduate education, he explained 

that there was a difference in meaning in the terms "undergraduate" and "post-

graduate" in different parts of the world. In the agenda of the conference the 

terra "undergraduate medical education" covered medical education up to the time the 

student qualified as a physician. It was not thought possible to cover post-

graduate education at the same conference
0 

Professor Canaperia had mentioned psychosomatic medicine and preventive 

medicine. Those were two aspects of -the subject which IMA was considering placir^ 

on the agenda of the conference
a
 As regards preventive medicine, the Association 

•wanted not only to bring out modern methods of medical education》 but to determine 

whether those methods were adequate> whether general practice occupied an approp-

riate place in present-day curricula in relation to specialization, and whether the 

practising physician found himself properly equipped by the education he received 

to care for the public
e 

1ША. was in possession of the report of the first Pan American Соп̂гоза on Medical 

Eduoution held at Lima and some of the other reports which Dr, Hurtado had mention» 

ed; they would be used during the orientation stage preliminary to, and at the 

beginning ofj the conference. 

It was hoped that WHO woiild designate representatives to sit on the organizing 

coimnitrtee and also on the prograimne committee^ The programme indicated by 

Dr. Routley in his statement earlier in the meeting wris sonewhat broader 七hr.n 

that given in document EB9/20, but the specific details would not be worked out 

until all the organizations invited to participate had expressed their vienvs. 

The existence of a variety of standards, to -viiich Dr, Padua had drawn attention ¡ 

must necessarily continue for some time since the standards depended on the 
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facilities in a given country. Details of cmricula would also vary. For instance, 

a physician who intended to confine his practice to areas where tropical diseases 

did not occtir, would not require to know as much about them as those practising in 

tropical countries. 

DR, ROÜTLEY, replying to a question by Professor De U E T , said first, vd.th 

regard to the relationship of the medical profession to the government of a country, 

that so far as he was awaie it was the ambition of each of the medical associations, 

within the framework of W k
f
 to stand in the same relationship to its government 

as ТША desired to stand in relationship to WHO, that was to say, to make itself 

available to give such counsel and help as the doctors within the medical associa^ 

tion could render. It must not, however, be forgotten that ТШ constituted a 

voluntary association of units which could only tender advice to governments but 

could not insist on their advice being followed» 

Secondly, with regard to what would be the results of the conference, he could 

only say that its recommendations could not be mandatory, ША cnuld only hope to 

bring into focus all important information and views on medical education, transmit 

them to governments and trust that, through intelligent co-operation between the 

governments and their advisers in the medical profession, such recoiranendaticns as 

were appropriate to any particular country would be implemented inthat nountry. 

, T h e DIRECTCR-GENEEAL &?Aé that the discussion on the u ^ e o t at the Fourth 

World HeáLth Assembly had shown
?
 on the one hand, the great and urgent interest 

taken in the matter and, on the other, the limitations on such a eonference taking 

place in a World Health Assembly
л
 A number of delegations had not included ariv 

persons really competent to discuss the details of medical education. In зсте 



countries governments took more or less direct, in others, littlo or no ronponsibilxty 

for the details of medical education,. The type of meeting proposed by IMA would 

appear to take adequate care of all interests in that field at the present stage. 

It was quite clear from discussions in the Board and at the World Health Assembly 

that WHO- was' directly interested in the subject and felt it was its responsibility 

to co-operate with IMâ. 

He was happy to inform the Board that the co-operation between the two organi-

zations since their inception had been of the very best. There had been frequent 

meetings between officials in the interests of co-operation. He had himself had 

the pleasure of attending the organizing meeting of Шк and. had been greatly 

heartened, at a time when the affairs of - WHO were at a low ebb, by the enthusiastic 

support given to "WHO by WMA, 

Dr, JAFAR, saying that there appeared to be no difference of opinion as to the 

desirability of WHO
1

s participation in the conference, asked whether the question 

of minimum standards would be discussed there. It was a matter which must. cause 

anxiety to those rho, like himself, were responsible for medical education in their 

countries» He mentioned the case of refugee physicians who were not allowed to 

practise in countries where the standard of their medical education was considered 

inadequate, ЖА had done some spade-work on the matter, and he thought it essen-

tial that minimum standards should be laid down, so as to facilitate the movement 

of physicians from one country to another, for the purpose not only of medical 

practice but also of higher education. 

The CHAIRMAN assumed that the Board was in agreement with Dr. Jafar's 



suggestion and would ivish to propose to the representatives of ША that the 

question of minimum standards should be placed on the agenda of the conference. 

Dr. GLORIEUX assured Dr. Jafar that a report on the subject would be 

submitted to the conference and that the matter would be discussed there. 

The GHAIRMâN put the following points to the meeting for approval» 

(1) The participation of ТОЮ in the proposed conference^ 

(2) The draft agenda of that conferencej 

__ • » 
(3) The granting of financial support to the extent of $5,000. 

Participation of 11Ш0 in the proposed, conference 

Décision} It was agreed to recommend to the World Health Assembly that 
Ш-Ю should participate in the International Conference on Medical Education, 

Draft agenda of the conference 

Dr, TOGBA drew attention to the shortage, in under-developed countries, of 

medical schools for students who had fulfilled the requirement of four years' 

college training. He wondered whether the conference could discuss the 

possibility of such countries sliding their students to medical schools abroad. 

At the present time, graduates were told that the&r could not practise in foreign 

countries on the grounds of inadequate training, but no suggestion was made as to 

where they could obtain training 
« 

Dr,. GEZEGORZEWSKI, Director, Division of Education and Training, saying 

that the question was in complete conformity ndth item 2 of the tentative agenda^ 

had no doubt that the programme committee vroulcf bear It in mind in drawing up the 
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detailed agenda* 

Decisions The tentative a^onda, аз revised in the statement by the 
representative of IffiA., was approved. 

Financial support for the conf erence ‘ * 

Decision g The principle of financial support in the form of services 
vras approved^ the amount to fee fixod later* (see 

The CÏIiUIilM t h a n k t h e President and officers of ЩА for presontdns the matter 

to the Board, He thou^lit thay nohld cariy ауту with them a definite assurance of 

the desire of Ш0 to take part in tho confcretico that they were organizing and, as 

the Director—General had indicated, to continue the collaboration between the two 

organisations, • • 

Dr. GLORIEUX^ on behalf of the Council of ША, thanked the Board for. the atten-

tion it had given to the problems siibmittod to it, and lôoked forward with pleasure 

to further collaboration with HffiD
f 

Dr
#
 BRAVO proposed that the Board should, talcing into consideration the technical 

arguments that had： been put forward, approve the allocation of the sum of $5,000 in 

support of the conference，as proposed by the Director-General, 

• » * 

In the ensuing discussion, Dr. JA^AIl said he was propared to support the proposal 

but wished for clarification of the position concerning the joint sponsorship of 7ÏHO 

and IMA, He had understood from an announcement at the previous meeting that ША 

had acceptcd. the principle of joint sponsorship. 
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The DIREGTOR-GENERiiL. considered that joint sponsorship vrould have the advantage 

of making it knovm throughout the vrorld that government health services, and people 

in gonoral, through their medical associations, теге. working together. On the 

other hand, ho thought it would hardly be appropriate for Ш0, which was proposing 

Ъо contributo only fó,000 out of ：.；：50,000 to the cost of tho conferonce, to make 

j-oint sponsorship a condition, cspocially as he had no doubt that in view of the 

тгегу friendly rolationshdp betwocai the two organizatlcns, ttoe matter vrould arrange 

itsolf in a perfectly normal manner. 

The CHAIRMAN having raised the point that the other organizations invited to 

participate financially might e^>ect to share in the sponsorship, the DIRECTOR-

CENER/IL said that had proposed financial participation to UNESCO and 0010Ш, 

but that UNESCO had decided not to contribute in that manner, 

• 

The CttURMàN expressed tho personal opinion that WHO in sponsoring a conference 

was conferring a vciy considerable honour which could not be measured in "terms of 

money, ‘He therefore considered that the two questions of sponsorship and financial 

contribution should not be linked* 

Dr. JAFAR was unable to agreo. Ho was fully aware of the moral value of spon-

' 一 . 

sorship and had supported the proposal at the previous meeting. Furthermore he 

was not criticising tho size of the proposed grant, which ho considered fulüy 

justified in such a case. But It had been definitely stated at the previous meeting 

t h a t m

 acceptod the principle of sponsorship, and care should be taken in making 

such statements not to confuso the issues before the Board, 



• The DIRECTOR-GENERA.L explained that WHO had been offered joint s^d-nccrship of 

the conf oroncej his o、vn suggestion was, however, that financial participation by 

WHO should not Ъо mads conditional on such sponsorship.. 
. » 

Dr, J Ü R declared himself satisfied with the Director-General's 

In reply to Dr. Ï O G M , who enquired- how the figare of #5,000 had 

at, the DIRECTOR—ŒNEBÀX said it was customary for WHO to participate 

organiced by organizations in direct relationship with Ш0 by sending 

attend the meetings, at no great additional cost. In the present case it was 

believed that the services that W ® would be expected to provide would cost about 

$5,000 in addition to the participation of staff members at the meetings,‘ It was 

not proposed that any direct cash grant should be made to help meet the expenses 

of the conference. 

In reply to a further question ty Dr. T0GBA, the DIEECT0R-®NERii.L said that 

it would, not be possible to give specific figures of the various services to be 

furnished until consultation had taken place between and all the agencies 

that might participate in the conference. 

Deoisiont It was agreed that the maximum sum of $5 >000 should be provided
 ¡ 

in the budget for material services to be furnished to the oonferencp. 
« ： 

2. PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1953 一 REPORT OF THE STANDING С0Щ1ТТБЕ 
ON ADMINISTRATION AND FINANCE Item 20 of tha Agenda (doeunünts 3B9/19, ÈB9/19 
M d 1-3, Corr 1-2, EB9/75) {continuation from sixth moeting, section 2〉'厂. 

explanation, 

been arrived 

in conferences 

officials to 

Decision» (1) Sections 23 — 30 of the report of the Standing Comnjittee 
on Administration and Finance were approved withcut comment. 
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 (2) The proposed programme and budget estimates for 1953 were 
• accordingly unanimously approved for submission to the World Health Assembly, 

with the exception of the points referred back to the Standing Committee on 
Administration and Finance. 

In reply to a question by Dr, JAFAR, Dr. DOROLLE, Deputy Director-General said 

that' the question of equipment and suppXioa would come up for Consideration under 

X. ‘ , , • 

item 48 of the agenda and that doéiammtatiaii had been prepared as a basis for detailed 
• . __ • » 

discussion, 

PROCEDURE FOR C(»ÍSIDERATION OF THE 1953 PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESTIMATES 
YJORID HEALTH ASSEMBLY - Report of the Standing Committee on Administration 
Item 21.3 of the Agenda (document EB9/75) 

f • • ' ' 

, * \ 

Dr. HRAVO, presenting the draft resolution contained in Chapter II ,of. docxunent 

EB9/75 said that the recommendation to the Fifth World Health Assembly was almost 

identical with that proposed to the Fourth World'Health Assembly. He drei? special ..‘ 

at-tention to the final paragraph of the chapter. The committee had considered the 

desirability of recommending a definition of the functions of the Comnittoe on Programme 

and the Committee on Administration, Finance and Legal Matters, in order to give to the 

latter responsibility for the study of the budget and programme and thus allow the 

Committee on Programme to discuss more fully the Annual Report of the Director-General 

as r/ell as the long-term programme of the Organization Many members of the Standing : 

Committee had felt that those imporfcamt matters had not deceived sufficient attention ' 
• ‘ “ • . 

• . ‘ л -

. .• • • . ‘‘ 
owing to the confusion as to responsibilities» 

• . ' « . « • 
‘ v : • • . . • ‘ • 

At the suggestion of Qr. DOROXLE, it. was agreed to consider first the draft 
- . • 

resolution. ‘ 

Dr. BRADY said it had seomed to some of the members of the Standing Committee 

that there were two deficiencies: first, the review of the programme should be 

3c PROPOSED 
AT THE FIFTH 
and Finance: 



carried out by governments at the Health Assembly and not mainly by the Standing 

Committee as at present； secondly, the present procedure of having two main 

coimnitteçs, a working party, and subsequently a joint meeting of the two committees 

to decide on the budget ceiling, was cumbersome• Referring to Professor Canaperia's 

remark that each item had to have a cost tag, he said that to his mind, an artificial 

separation of programme and budge t had been created
 0
 The Board might consider 

recommending that there be one committee for programme and budget，"with entire 

responsibility for fixing the budget ceiling, and a second committee for other 

questions such as the scale of contributions. The committee on programme and 

budget could set up whatever sub-committees or working parties it considered 

necessary. 

Dr. KARUNAflATNE supported the proposal. If) however^ it were not accepted 

by the Board, he would, suggest that the size of the working party foreseen in 

paragraph 3 (2) of the draft resolution be increased to 18 members - not a large 

number when compared -with the total membership of the organization» 

Dr
e
 HURTADO thought it evident from the very name of the committees that they 

must be composed of persons having at the same time technical，financial and legal 

experience. In his opinion the economic and financial aspects of the Organiza-

tion's programme had taken up a disproportionate part of the attention of the 

delegates at the last few Health Assemblies• The programme resulted from the 

desires of the Member States and was a matter for a group of technical experts. 

The financial expert should come in later to inform the technicians of the cost of . 

the programmes they proposed• It was not possible to fuse the two responsibilities; 

the budget must be studied on the basis of a programme already approved。 
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In view of tiiose considérâtims he proposed that there should be two 

..committees, сяге a committee of medical e3qperts and the. other (which could be 

relatively small) a financial committee, both vdth well defined functions, The 

functions of the legal committee vero also of a specialized nature and 

co-ordination, was rxecessaiy between the medical and ttie legal everts. 

The meeting rose at 12,35 P«m 
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The CHAIRMAN, in opening the meeting, welcjCKsd Dr, Alivisatos, 

1. PARTICIPATION OF таО IN THE INTiCHNAÏIONAL CONFÉRENCE ON MEDICAL EDUCATION -

PROPOSAL BY THE WORLD IíEDICAL ASSOCIATIONp Itea .50 ДЗ of the Agenda 
(Document EB9/20) 

The CHAIRMAN welcomed the representa.ti%'es of the World Medical Associa-

tions Dr, Glorieux, Presiáeat
?
 Er。Bauer, Seci^târ^eneral^ and Dr

s
 Routley, 

Chairman of the Organizing Committee of the Fii-st World Conference on Medical 

Education,工]a assuring them of YffiO's interest in the proposed conference and 

its earnest desire for the Gstablisb-nenb of close co-operation m t h Ш1, he 

stressed that the collaboration of practitioners was indispensable for the 

successful achievement of Ш0 objsctives. He gave the floor to Dr. Qlorieux. 

Dr。 GLORIEUX, President of the ïforid Medical Association^ thanked the 

Board for the opportunity- of making a statement, ША was a strictly medical 

body with a membership already of half a million doctors throughout the world. 

Among its important activities, he would mention only its inquiries in i;he 

field of social security and oí medical education. Ш\ had decided to hold an 

international conference in August 1953, which would bs the first of its kind 

to be held on medical education 一 a subject to which ИШ0 could not be indif-

ferent. He asked permission for Dr. Routley to speaic on the technical aspects 

of the matter^ 

Dr.'ROUTISY, Chairman of the Organizing Conunittee of the proposed Inter-

national Conference, thanked the Board for its cordial reception, He explained 

that during the past two years Шк had been considering the advisability of 

organizing a conference on medical education, o^ing to the very real need for 



such a conference. After careful consideration and approval of the proposal by 

"WMAJs Fifth General Assembly, the Chairman of the Committee on Education 

(Dr. J。A, Pridham) had been authorized to proceed with the planning of the con-

ference, in which it was agreed that WHO, UNESCO, CCICMS, and the International 

Universities Association should be invited to participate• 

He emphasized that while Wik had originated the idea, the importance of 

participation by WHO was realized, since the subject was of interest and concern 

to both organizations. Accordingly "WHO had been represented at the recent 

meeting of the organizing committee by Dr, Orzegorzewski and Dr, Sand, and had 

given much constructive help. 

In a brief summary of the tentative plans agreed upon, namely the place 

and date of the meeting, number of offices^ staffing and secretariat arrange-

ments, he reported that Sir Henry Cohen， Professor of Medicine at Liverpool 

University^ had accepted the presidency* Honorary patrons of the conference 

would be selected in the United Kingdom - in which country the conference would 

be held - and honorary vice-presidents and an honorary advisory committee On 

a worldwide basis. An organizing committee had been fully established, and 

it was hoped that international bodies invited to participate in the conference -

among them 1Щ0 - would appoint representatives to the organizing committee• 

Sub-cOmmittees had already been designated on questions of programme, editorial 

matters and publicity, finance, local arrangements
y
 and others would be set up 

should the need arise. 

Speaking on the general lines the programme would follow, he indicated that 

prior to the conference a booklet would be distributed giving factual informa-

tion about medical education throughout the world On the opening day factual 



statements on medical education would serve to orient the Conference. The 

following themes would bç d i s c u s s e d :⑴ Requirements for entrance to medical 

studies and the selection of medical students (including determination of the 

fitness of the student to continue such studies)； (2) Social medicine - its 

concepts and place in the medical curriculumj (3) The aims and content of the 

medical curriculum. Invited participants would be asked to present prepared 

papers, to be followed by a general discussion. It waô hoped that the papers 

and discussions would result in an exchange of ideas and possibly a unification 

of thought on ways of assisting mdca^dOTolopfid countries
д
 and -would bring out 

the opinions of practising physicians on methods of teaching• 

It was expected that 500 participants 年 including representatives of 

medical schools, of national and international bodies concerned Kith medical 

education, and outstanding individuals from the various nations interested in 

medical education - would attende 

As regards finance, the cost of the conference had been roughly estimated 

at $50,000^ although that estimate was probably too low. After indicating the 

major items of expenditure, Dr. Routley emphasized that it would be unfair to 

ask distinguished men in the field of medical education, well known to be 

underpaid, to undertake a long journey at their own expense» ТША had already 

been assured of grants totalling $15^000, It was earnestly hoped that "WHO 

would contribute whole-heartedly to the conference^ financially and otherwise^ 

since the basis of successful health care derived from sound and adequate 

medical education• Prospects for additional financial help were known and would 

be thoroughly investigated but, whatever the cost, WMA was confident that funds 



could and would be found to carry its .important venture to fruition. 

In conclusion^ he emphasized that‘an early decision by the Board as to 

whether or not ÏÏHO would co-oporat,o in the conference
?
 together m t h an 

indication of any fincncial support^ would greatly assist Ш\ to proceed 

rapidly with arrangements„ 

Thü CELIRMAN thanked Dr. Routley for his clear statement. H'G recalled 

the decision taken the previeras day, i,e
c
, that the financial aspect of col-

laboration 7;ould be further considered during the study of the budget 

ectimatos^ and called for remarks on the technical aspoct。 

Dr. HURTADOj, welcoming the reprasontatives of \ША} mentioned the support 

given by the Latin American -jountr-ies when 職 vras set up at Paris in 1947. 

He recalled the previous statements in the Board on the importance of the 

Association and the reasons for recommending the close collaboration of WHO 

in its activities. He was fully in favour of M O co-operation in a review of 

medical education throughout tho world。 He spoke of the proposal for the study 

of medical education Which had, for the first time, been made by a special sub-

committee of .the Pan—American Msdicr.l Confederation in 1948» This first 

‘attempt at co-ordination of efforts in the study of medical education had led . 

to the first Inter-American Congress on Medical Education which had taken place 

in Lima, Peru, Those efforts for the revision of the whole method of medical 

education should not Ъе overlooked by the organizers of the present inter-

national cciii orsnce, He also mentioned the considerable work on medical 

education carried out in 让 e United States by гЬе Medical Association 



and said that the various private organizations in America had invested large 
4 « 

sums for research on the matter, 

H e u r g G
cL the Board to rccognize the import слое of world medical educa-

tion and to recommend the collaboration of WHO in the first world conference 

to Ъе held on the subject. 

Dr. P/DUA, after a brief reference to the role of 1H0 under its Con-

stitution in the promotion of health teaching and training, aaià that all 

national medical officers were interested in the question. He was pr印ared 

to vote in favour of any support that ïfflO could give to the conference, 

D r
. KARUN/ilATNE proposed that Ш0 should take an active part in the 

conference. He drew attention to the new and revolutionary c h ^ g e s taking 

place in certain specialized branches of medicine and said that standards 

w e r e
 different iïi the various countries. His personal experience had 

Ъ
ееп that attention was given to curative rather than to social and 

psychosomatic medicine. 

Professor CAN/iPERIA associated himself with other members of the Board 

in expressing appreciation of the work being done by ША. He was in 

favour of active co-operation in the forthcoming conference, which would 

enable Ш0 to strengthen its link vdth the physicians represented in the 

Association and thus make for co-operation in health protection. The 

s u b
j e c t to be discussed was of paramount importance to 1H0

;
 the problem 

o f
 medical education having been discussed at past Health Assemblies and 
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having been the subject of technical debates at the Fourth World Health 

Assembly, He believed that the conference would offer a useful opportunity 

for giving greater prominence to the teaching of social and preventive 

medicine. It had become increasingly evident that future doctors should be 

given training not only in curative medicine but also as the guardians of 

the health of the individual and the community as a whole. 

The CHAIRMAN, speaking in a personal capacity, mentioned that for the 

last twenty-five years he had been mainly engaged on problems connected 

with the teaching of medicine.. In his opinion it was high time that "WHO 

and W/i came together by means of thç proposed conference and made known 

the objectives which must be attained in medical education and teaching, 

in order to achieve the co-operation which was indispensable between doctors, 

the medical profession as a whole, and public-health administrators• It 

must be understood that for the health protection of populations - not only 

from the curative standpoint but also from the preventive and social - the 

most extensive co-operation was needed• To achieve that co-operation it 

was indispensable that methods of teaching and education should be changed, 

adapted to present-day conditions• It was obvious that in all countries 

it was necessary to reform medical teaching methods. No doubt that reform 

was primarily the task of education authorities
y
 but the question was not 

only one of pedagogy but also one of practical and national interest. 

Consequently that reform should not be studied by education authorities 
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alone but in close сю-operation with those responsible for public health 

and with national and international medical associations. It was 

evident that medical teaching must be modified from the vei-y beginning 

of medical studies, so that the new spirit of preventive medicine and 

the social consciousness inculcated in the young undergraduate would 

enable him to look on the patient, not as a number or a mere interesting 

case but as a human being m t h a past, present and futurej the reintegra-

tion of the patient into social life should also be taken into considera-

tion. If medical teaching wab to be reformed, it was essential also to 

reform the spirit of the teacher; the proposed conference would Ъе able 

to show the direction those reforms should take. WHO'S co-operation 

in the conference was of the utmost inçiortance» 

Drawing attention to the last paragraph on page 2 of document 

EB9/20, he asked whether the members of the Board agreed with the 

tentative agenda and organization of the conference as outlined, and 

as further explained by the representatives of the 1МЛ, 

Dr, GRZEGORZE№SKI, Director, Division of Education and Training 

Services, said trf^t 1Ш was in official relationship with WHO and 

therefore entitled to present any proposals concerning co-operation 

on all subjects of interest to the two organizations. The representa-

tives of IMA. had snbmitted a proposal on which the Board should take 

a decision. Discussions had also been held between IMA. and the 



Secretariat nf WHO, but were not binding on WHO. Moreover, in the correspondence 

exchanged between "WMA. and the Director-General, it was clearly stated that the 

question of financial support depended, upon the action to be taken by the Execu-

tive Board. It was for the Board to decide the desirability and the extent of 

WHO'S participation. He submitted that it would be useful for WHO to have the 
•i • 

benefit of a greater range of opinion than was possible within the Organization; 

the technical discussions, at the Fourth World Health Assembly, as the Chairman 

had pointed out, had shomx the importance of various aspects of the problem» The 

differericesbetween the various States in regard to medical education were so great 

that unification on all natters could not be achieved, but there were enough as-

pects common to all countries to justify the formulation of an international point 

of view. He mentioned that, during the informal discussions, Dr. Sand and he 

himself had specifically stated that their terms of reference covered only tech-

nical points* 

The CHAIRMAN called on the representatives of ÏÏMA to give their views on the 

matter^ 
1 » • . 

Dr, BAUER, Secretary-General of the World Médical Association, recalled that 

the proposed conference was the first of its kindj it was ejected that others 
4 

would follow since it wg.s clear that not all aspects of medical - education could 

be discussed at a single conference^ After lengthy discussion^ the duration of 

the conference had been fixed at one week; it had been felt that it would be a 

waste of time to meet for a shorter period but that, on the other hand, a more 

lengthy conference might moaii diminished participation and departure of some 

delegates before tho end of the discussions^ 
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Referring to Dr。Hurtado^ s observations on postgraduate education, he explained 

that there was a difference in meaning in the terms "undergraduate” and "post-

graduate" in different parts of the world。 In the agenda of the conference the 

term "undergraduate medical education^ covered medical education up to the time the 

student qualified as a physician, It was not thought possible to cover post-

graduate education at the same conference
u
 . 

Professor Canaperia had mentioned psychosomatic medicine and preventive 

medicine). Those were two aspects of ihe subjec>: which W A was considering placing 

on the agenda of the conference^ As regards preventive medicine, the Association 

wanted not only to bring out modern methods of medical education^ but to determine 

whether thosé methods were adequate^ whether general practice occupied an approp-

riate place in present--day curriciila in relation to specialization^ and whether the 

practising physician found himself properly equipped bv the education he received 

to care for the public
P 

WMA was in possession of the report of the first Pan American Medical 

Conference held at Lima and some of the other reports which Dr
#
 Hurtado had mentiorb 

ed; they would be used during the orienMtion stage preliminary to and at the 

beginning of the conference
4
, 

It was hoped that WHO would designate representatives to bit on the organizing 

committee and also on the programme committee7 The programme indicated by 

D r R o u t l e y in his statement earlier in the meeting had been somewhat broader than 

that given in doctenent EB9/20, but the specific details would not be worked out 

until all the organizations invited to participate had expressed their views• 

The existence of a variety of standards ̂  to iwhich Dr
a
 Padua had drawn attention 

must necessarily continue for some time since the standards depended on the 



facilities in a given country. Details of curricula would also vary. For instance, 

a physician who intended to confine his practice to areas where tropical diseases 

did not occur,would not require to know as much about them as those practising in 

tropical countries. 

Dr. ROUTLEY, replying to a question by Professor De LA.ET, said first, with 

regard to the relationship of the medict.l profession to the government of a country, 

that so far as he was aware it was the ambition of each of the medical associations, 

within the framework of WMA., to stand in the same relationship to its government 

as IMA. desired to stand in relationship to WHO, that was to say, to make itself 

available to give such counsel and help as the doctors within the medical associa-

tion could render. It must not, however, be forgotten that IMA constituted a 

voluntary association of units which could only tender advice to governments but 

could not insist on their advice being followed
0 

Secondly, with regard to what would be the results of the conference, he could 

only say that its recommendations could not be mandatory, ША could only hope to 

bring into focus all important information and views on medical education, transmit 

them to governments and trust that, through intelligent co-operation between the 

governments and their advisers in the medical profession, such recommendations as 

were appropriate to any particular country would be implemented inthat country* 

'The DIRECTCR-GENERAL said that the discussion on the at the Fourth 

World Health Assembly had shown, on the one hand, the great and urgent interest 

taken in the matter and, on the other, the limitations on such a conference taking 

place in a World Health Assembly* A mrniber of delegations had not included any 

persons really ccmipetent to discuss the details of medical education* In some 



countries governments took more or less direct》 others little or no responsibility 

for the details of medical education^ The type of meeting proposed by ША would 

appear to take adequate care of all interests in that field at the present stage. 

It was quite clear fromciseussions in the Board and at the World Health Assembly 

that WHO was directly interested in the subject and felt it was its responsibility 

to co-operate with WMA.
a 

He was happy to inform the Board that the co-operation between the two organic 

zations since their inception hed been of the very best^ There had been frequent 

meetings between officials in the interests of co-operation<, He had himself had 

the pleasure of attending the organizing meeting of IMA and had been greatly 

heartened, at a time when the affairs of WHO were at a low ebb，by the enthusiastic 

support given to T/ÎHO by WMA
V 

Dr, JAFAR, saying that there appeared to be no difference of opinion as to the 

desirability of WHO
f

s participation in the conference, asked whether the question 

of minimum standards would be discussed there^ It was a matter whioh must cause 

anxiety to those who, like himself, were responsible for medical education in their 

countries• He mentioned the case of refugee physicians who were not allowed to 

practise in countries where the standard of their medical education was considered 

inadequate, WMA. had done some spade-work on thç matter, and he thought it essen?-

tial that minimum standards should be laid down, so as to facilitate the movement 

of physicians from one country to another, for the purpose not only of medical 

practice but also of higher education. 

The CHAIRMAN assumed that the Board was in agreement with Dr
e
 Jafar

1

s 



suggestion and would m s h to propose to the representatives of ТША that the 

question of minimum standards should be placed on the agenda of the conference. 

Dr. GLORIEUX assured Dr, Jafar that a report on the subject would be 

submitted to the conference and that the matter would be discussed there. 

The CHAIRMAN put the following points to the meeting for approval; 

(1) The participation of TOO in the proposed conference; 

(2) The draft agenda of that conferencej 

(3) The granting of financial support to the extent of $5^000, 

Participation of WHO in the proposed conference 

Decisions It was agreed to recommend to the World Health Assembly that 
WHO should participate in the International Conference on Medical Education. 

Draft agenda of the conference 

Dr, TOGBA drew attention to the shortage^ in under-developed countries, of 

medical schools for students who had. fulfilled the requirement of four years
1 

college training» He wondered whether the conference could discuss the 

possibility of such countries sending their students to medical schools abroach 

At the present time, graduates were told that th^y could not practise in foreign 

countries on the grounds of inadequate training, but no suggestion was made as to 

i/riiere they could obtain training, 
* f 

Dr, GRZEGORZEWSKI，Director，Division of Education and Training^ saying 

that the question was in complete conformity m t h item 2 of the tentative agenda^ 

had no doubt that the programme committee would bear it in mind in drawing up the 



detailed agenda, ' 

Decision; The tentative agenda, as revised in the statement 协 the 

,representative of ЪШ, was approved. 

Fia^nclal support for the conference ‘ 

Décision; The principle of financial support in the form of services 
was approved, the amount to bo fixed later. 

The CIIAIIIMN thanked the President and officers of ЩА for presonting the matter 

to the Board, He thought they would oariy with them a definite assurance of 

the dosire of WHO to take part in tho conference that they were organizing and, as 

the Diroctor-Genoral had indicated, to continue the collaboration between the two 

organizations. 

Dr. GLORIEUX, on behalf of the Council of 

tion it had given to the problems subciitt.od to 

to further collaboration with WHO. 

Dr, BEATO proposed that the Board should, 

arguments that had been put forward, approve the allocation of the sum of $5,000 in 

support of the conference, as proposed by the Director-General, 

In the ensuing discussion, Dr. JAfAIi said he vras prepared to support the proposal 

but wished for clarification of the position concerning the joint sponsorship of "WHO 

and ША* He had understood from an announcement at the previous meeting that 1ША 

IMA, thanked the Board for, the atten-

it^ and looked forward with pleasure 

V 

taking, into consideration the technical 

had accepted the principle of joint sponsorship. 



The DIRECTOR-ŒNERilL considered that joint sponsorship would have the advantage 

of making it knovm throughout the vrorld that government health services, and peûple 

in gonoral, through their medical associa七ions, were working together. On the 

other hand, ho thought it would hardly be appropriate for WHO, iwhich was proposing 

to contribute only 恭5,000 out of У50,000 to the cost of the confercnce, to make 

joint sponsorship a condition, оspecially as he had no doubt that in view oí the 

veiy friendly relationship between the two organizations, the matter would arrange 

itsolf in a perfectly A o m a X mannsr. 

The CHAIRMAN having raised the point that the other organizations invited to 

participate financially might e ^ e c t to share in the sponsorship, the DIRECTOR-

(ENERilL said that ША had proposed financial participation to UNESCO and OOIGM3, 

but that UNESCO had decided not to contributo in that manner. 

The cailRMilN expressed the personal opinion that WHO in sponsoring a conference 

was conferring a voiy considerable honour which could not be measured in terms o£ 

money. He thorefore considered that the two questions of sponsorship and financial 

contribution should not bo linked. 

r 

Dr, J.'iFAR was unable to agree. He was fully aware of the moral value of spôn-

sorshlp and had supported the proposal at the previous meeting. Furthermore he 

was not criticising the size of the proposed grant, which he considered ful3y 

justified in such a case. But it had been definitely stated at the previous meeting 

that 職 acceptcd the principle of sponsorship, and care should be taken in making 

such statomonts not to confuso the issues before the Board. 



The DIRECTOR-GENERA.L explained that WHO had Ъееп offered joint partnership of 

the conference; his ovjn suggestion was, however, that financial participation Ъу 

"WHO should not bo made conditional on such sponsorship, 

i • ‘ " 

Dr, «ШЛК declared himself satisfied with the Director-General»s explanation, 

In reply to Dr, TOGBA, váio enquired hew the figure of $5,000 had been arrived 

at, the DIRECTOR—GENER/IL said it vras customary for WHO to participate in conferences 

organized by organizations in direct relationship with TOO by sending officials to 

attend the meetings,- at no great additional cost. In the present case it was 

believed that the services that VîHO would be expected to provide would cost about 
• » 

$5声000 in addition to the participation of staff members at the meetings. It was 

not proposed that any direct cast grant should be made to help meet the expenses 

of the conference. 

In reply to a further question by Dr, T O G M , the DIRECTOR — GENERÜb said, that 

it would not be possible to give specific figures of the various services to be 

furnished until consultation had taken place between Ш1 and all the agencies 

that might participate in the conference. 

Deoision; It Tjas agreed that the maximum sum of $5,000 should be provided 
in the budget for material services to be furnished to the conferenco. 

2. PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1953 - BEPORT OF THE STANDING COMMITTEE 
ON ADMINISTRITION AND FINANCE (continuation),- Item 20 of the Agenda 
(Documents EB9/19 and EB9/75) . 

Deoisioni (1) Sections 23 — 30 of the report of the Standing Committee 
on Administration and Finanoe were approved without comment. 



(2) The proposed programme and budget estimates for 1953 were 
accordingly unanimously approved for submission to the World Health Assembly, 
with the exception of the points referred back to the Standing Committee on 
Administration and Finance, 

* * 

In reply to a question by Dr. JAFilR, Dr. DOROLLE, Deputy DirectoiMJeneral, 

said that the question of equipment and supplies would come up for consideration 

under item AS of the agenda and that document at ion had been prepared as a basis 

for detailed discussion, ‘ 

-Chapter II _ Proposed procedure for conaideration of the 1953 Programme and 
Budget Estimates at the Fifth World Health Assembly— "“ 

* » 

Dr, B M V O , presenting the draft resolution contained in Chapter II, said 

that the recommendation to the Fifth World Health Assembly was almost identical with 

that proposed to the Fourth World Health- Assembly. He drew, special attention to 

the final paragraph of the chapter. The committee had considered, the desirability 

of recommending a definition of the functions of the Committee on Programme and 

the Committee on Administration^ Finance 

the latter responsibility for the study of 

the Committee on Programme to discuss more 

General as well as the long-term programme 

the Standing Committee had folt that those 

and Legal Matters, in order to give 

the budget and programme and thus allow 

fully the Annual Report of the Director-

of the Organization, Many members of 

• . . . . 

important matters had not received:* " 

sufficient attention owing to the confusion as to responsibilities. 

At the suggestion of Dr, COROLLE, it was agreed to consider first the draft * 
* * - . 

resolution, 

D r

« BRADY said it had seemed to some of the members of the Standing "Committee 

that there were two dericienciesî first, the review of the programme should be 



carried out by governments at the Health Assembly and not râainly by the Standing 

Committee as at present； secondly^ the present procedure of having two main 

comiittees, a working party, and subsequently a joint neeting of the two committees 

to decide orx the budget ceiling
¿
 was cumbersome'.. Referring to Professor 

Ganaperia
!

 s remark that each it m had to have a cost tag；, he said that to his mind 

an artificial— separation of programiie nnd budget had boon created. The Board . 

might consider recomending that tliere be one committee for programme and budget,' 

with entire responsibility for fixing the budget ce/iling
P
 and a second commit toe-

for other questions such as the scale nf contributions. Tho committee on 

programme and biidget sould set up vdiatevor sub-'Comittoes or working parties it 

considered necessary. 

Dr. ШШШ1Т№ supported the proposal., If,- however- it were not accepted 

by the Board, he vrould suggest that the siso of the working party foros con in 

paragraph 3 (2) of the draft resolution be increased to 18 members - not a large 

number irhen conpared vath the total monbGrship of the organization. 

Dr, HURTADO thought it evident from tho very name of the coBinlttecs that they 

must be composed of persons having at the sane tirae technical^, financial and legal 

experience, In his opinion the economic and financial aspects of the 

Organization's prograrnao had taken up a disproportionate part of the attention of 

the delegates ..vb the last few Health .Issoablios,, The programme resulted from the 

desires of the Member States and yjas a natter юг a group of technical ojqperts. 

The financial expert should come in later to inform the technicians of the cost of 

the programes they proposed,： It was not possible to fir. the tvo rcsponsibilitiesj 

the budget nust be studied on the basis of a programe already approved, 



In view of those considerations he proposed that there should be two 

committees, one a committee of medical experts and the other (which could be 

relatively small) a financial committee, both with well defined functions, The 

functions of the legal committee v/ere also of a specialized nature and 

co-ordination was necessary between the medical and bhe legal experts. 

The meeting rose at 12,35 P«m, 


